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Chapter 1 : Batman: Arkham Knight - Wikipedia
Buy Available Now "After Arkham Knight, Batman has been perfected." Polygon - 10/10 "A MASTERPIECE"
blog.quintoapp.com - 10/10 "Lock yourself away, avoid social media and friends, and finish this game.

Setting[ edit ] One year after the death of the Joker during the events of Arkham City , Batman is struggling to
come to terms with the absence of his nemesis and the uncomfortable feeling that the pair shared a bond
deeper than either could admit. The game takes place in the center of the city, which is split into three islands:
Bleake, Founders, and Miagani, [66] with various districts such as the neon-tinged Chinatown, and the
industrial shipping yard. Batman investigates the facility but encounters the Arkham Knight and his heavily
armed militia. Batman overcomes the forces and locates Scarecrow, who has transformed the entire building
into a toxin bomb. Scarecrow reveals that he has kidnapped Oracle, and exposes Batman to the toxin before
escaping. The Joker, now existing as a mental projection produced by the infected blood and fear toxin,
frequently appears to taunt Batman, and manipulate his perception of the world around him. Batman learns
that Scarecrow recruited businessman Simon Stagg to build the "Cloudburst"â€”a mass dispersal device for
the fear toxin. Batman and Robin capture Harley and the infected, but one of the patients, Henry Adams, kills
the others, before committing suicide, believing that Batman will become the perfect Joker. Realizing that
Batman is infected, Robin attempts to imprison him before the Joker takes control, but is instead imprisoned
by Batman, who refuses to stop until Scarecrow is caught. The Arkham Knight activates the Cloudburst,
flooding the city with fear toxin. Batman pursues the Arkham Knight to a construction site to rescue Gordon.
Todd blames Batman for abandoning him, and although Batman offers to help Todd recover, he escapes.
Batman and Oracle neutralize the militia, but Scarecrow uses the distraction to kidnap Robin. Surrounded by
reporters, Batman returns home to Wayne Manor where he is greeted by Alfred. As the pair enter the manor, it
explodes, seemingly killing them both. Elsewhere, two criminals attack a family in an alley but are confronted
by a nightmarish silhouette resembling Batman. Development of Arkham Knight began in after completion of
work on Arkham City, and took four years to finish. Arkham Knight is described as the concluding chapter of
the Arkham series from Rocksteady; they had a finale for the series in mind since the development of Arkham
City. This statement led to speculation that he would reprise his role as Batman in Arkham Origins, the only
Arkham game known to be in development at the time, which was not the case. We [did not] feel that it
[needed] a multiplayer element. Alongside minor elements like neon lights, billboard advertising, and
American-style cars, the team developed ideas for shops that could be found in the city, while retaining a
grimy, dystopian theme. Describing the design, Hego said: How does it affect Batman when things happen to
him? What is his psychological make up? Those are the influences behind the game The Penguin lost his long
coat, and was made to look dirtier, his clothing showing signs of sweat and food stains, and his head was
shaved. For Two-Face, the designers felt the character did not require changing significantly, and instead
emphasized existing character traits, particularly his disfigured flesh, using references of burnt flesh as
inspiration. Similarly, they wanted to retain the typical Riddler characterizations like green shirts emblazoned
with question marks, but instead had the character design evolve throughout the game, modifying his own
costume in response to the events of the plot. On his continued involvement in the series, Arundel said "One
of the good things about doing a sequel, is you get the opportunity to redo [things you wished you changed], to
revisit things We have a set of material that we want to keep consistent, like the Batman theme We wanted to
keep [that] theme and tailor it more to the story for this game. How can we get the Scarecrow element out of
that one theme. The Batmobile edition contains the Limited edition items, but replaces the Batman statue with
a transformable Batmobile statue. Arkham series is loosely based. We want to deliver a true end with no
compromises, and it takes us to some dark places. The team decided to maintain the offending content so that
it would not "jeopardize" their vision for the game and its thematics. These included the ability to select all
playable characters from the game and its downloadable content DLC to be used in all combat and predator
challenge maps. Previously, each map had predefined character selection; the addition of a harder difficulty
setting on combat challenges; more round-based challenges as well as interior map locations; and the removal
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of the blue wall around the challenges, which players found distracting. The content carries over the Dual Play
function and hacking ability, which allows Batgirl to take down enemies, control objects, and solve puzzles.
Design producer Justin Vazquez said, "Hacking is really what separates her from the other characters Our
intention was that Batgirl should be less powerful than Batman, but that Batgirl plus hacking could give her
opportunities to do things that not even Batman can pull off. Dawn of Justice and the Batmobile from the film
; the "Wayne Tech" pack, with two Batmobile racetracks. Dawn of Justice; [59] Batman: Dawn of Justice, and
the original Arkham Asylum Batmobiles.
Chapter 2 : Batman: Arkham Knight for PlayStation 4 Reviews - Metacritic
Welcome to IGN's Guide to Batman: Arkham blog.quintoapp.com you will find the Walkthrough to the main story
campaign of the game: City of Fear. Be warned that there are fair amount of spoilers throughout.

Chapter 3 : Batman: Arkham Knight Achievements | TrueAchievements
Batman: Arkham Knight is a action-adventure video game developed by Rocksteady Studios and published by Warner
Bros. Interactive blog.quintoapp.com on the DC Comics superhero Batman, it is the successor to the video game
Batman: Arkham Origins, and the fourth main installment in the Batman: Arkham series.

Chapter 4 : Batman: Arkham Knight (Game) - Giant Bomb
Description. In the explosive finale to the Arkham series, Batman faces the ultimate threat against the city he is sworn to
protect. The Scarecrow returns to unite an impressive roster of super villains, including Penguin, Two-Face and Harley
Quinn, to destroy The Dark Knight forever.

Chapter 5 : Walkthrough - Batman Arkham Knight Wiki Guide - IGN
Batman: Arkham Knight introduces Rocksteady's Batmobile, which is drivable for the first time in the franchise. This
legendary vehicle combined with the acclaimed gameplay of the Batman Arkham series, offers gamers the ultimate
Batman experience as they tear through Gotham City.

Chapter 6 : Buy Batman: Arkham Knight Premium Edition - Microsoft Store
Batman: Arkham Knight is a action-adventure video game developed by Rocksteady blog.quintoapp.com is the sequel
to the video game Batman: Arkham City, and is the fourth in the Batman: Arkham series.

Chapter 7 : Buy Batmanâ„¢: Arkham Knight - Microsoft Store
The Original Arkham Nightwing Skin differs slightly from his Arkham Knight pallete, as it embodies his look from the
previous Rocksteady game, Batman: Arkham Knight, in which he was a DLC character.

Chapter 8 : Batmanâ„¢: Arkham Knight Game | PS4 - PlayStation
Directed by Sefton Hill. With Carlos Alazraqui, Laura Bailey, Troy Baker, Jonathan Banks. With his back against the
wall, Batman turns to his closest allies to help him save Gotham City from the clutches of Scarecrow and the Arkham
Knight's army.

Chapter 9 : Costumes - Batman Arkham Knight Wiki Guide - IGN
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Batman: Arkham Knight is the sequel to Batman: Arkham City. It was released on June 23, In the explosive finale to the
Arkham series, Batman faces the ultimate threat against the city he is sworn to protect.
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